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Harvard Ukrainian Studies 29, no. 1-4 (2007): 109-27. 

Five Newly Discovered Galician Ukrainian 
Charters and Their Language 

Michael A. Moser 

In 2000 Aleksandr Moldovan published five newly found Galician charters 
from the end of the fourteenth to the beginning of the fifteenth century, briefly 
analyzing their language and adding photographs of all five documents.1 These 
charters- identified in Moldovan's study as A16, A27, A28, A29, and A43 - had 
been bought in 1982 by the well-known collector Tomasz Niewodniczariski at 
auction in London together with other parchment documents in Latin that 
had once belonged to the archive of Count Alfred Potocki (Moldovan 2000, 
261-62). 

All five charters were written in and around Lviv and were intended to con- 
firm the possessions of their owners, who would transmit them to their heirs. 
Their owners were, in order: Xodko Lojevyc; Jasko Kljus and his descendants; 
the Kmitas, who resided at the castle of Wisnicz near Cracow; the Barzas; 
the Lubomirskis; and finally, in the seventeenth century, the Potockis. At the 
end of World War I, Alfred Potocki took the documents from his archive to 
Germany, and then to Liechtenstein. After his death they were sold at the 
London auction. 

Apart from Moldovan (2000), no one has analyzed these charters within 
the framework of Slavonic and Ukrainian philology. Whereas his focus was on 
problems of general East Slavic interest, the aim of the present study is to draw 
attention to the precious evidence of Early Middle Ukrainian linguistic data 
found in the texts. Moldovan discusses some questions of graphemics, in par- 
ticular the writing of 0 instead of t* (ahcto instead of ahctt*, oyc^Aio instead of 
oyc'feMT*) and vice versa (ci^E'fe) as well of h instead of h (e.g., a^hmh instead of 

as typical of the so-called bytovye gramoty in all parts of East Slavic 
linguistic territory. In addition to specifically Ukrainian forms with the new 
and its reflexes (e.g., NApoMcfcNim, npHATtOAb, wtorrb in A28), one also finds, 
among others, examples of h for etymological "k (e.g., nptih^AAii, wklh3AU 
in A27), reflexes of strong 0 in syllables before lost jers (e.g., npABHYMATifMT* 
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lio MOSER 

in A27), and the confusion of h and bi (e.g., npMAT€Abi, oymoabham in A28). 
Apart from such analyses, he correlates the names of persons mentioned in 
these charters with those mentioned in texts already known. In the present 
study I will build upon Moldovan's observations by concentrating first on the 
initial formulae and then on some morphological, lexical, phraseological, and 
syntactical peculiarities of these texts. 

1. The initial formulae 

The first and oldest of the five charters, A16, dates from 1382 and begins as 
follows: "Bo HMA WL^A h CNA h CTO AXa# AMMNb* CTAAACA AOBpAlft TOprOBAA* 
MOKH (lANOMb X0AK0Mb AOKBhMCMb* C*b KAMWKOMb rOANHKOBHMCMb." The 
initial invocation fits well into the framework of fourteenth-century Galician 
private charters. It can already be found in the well-known Galician charter 
of 1370 (Rozov 1917, 16) or 1371 (Pescak i974> 42), which confirms that Pan 
Vjaclav Dmytrovs 'kyj bought a plot of land from the brothers Vasyl 

' and Henka 
Skybyc and begins with the words "Bo mma wija m CHa m cto A*a. 
MCTenp'feHbiCM'b. oy b^km. aMMHb. m CTaAOCta [...] o>Ke Ktfnu/vb [...]" (Pescak 
1974, 42-44; Rozov 1917, 16-18).2 And the same invocation appears, although 
with a rather unusual asyndeton, in the charter of 1388 (A27), which begins 
"BO HMA C5lV«v^HA^T0 AXa AMMNb* A C€ A flANl* TA^KTi* CBOpCbKOBHMb • 

npoAAATi KCMb [...]." Finally, we find the invocation in the charter of 1393 (A28), 
where we encounter the form bi^a. The form with a prothetic v is typical of the 
Ukrainian vernacular and can be found sporadically in old Galician charters 
as well (Kuraszkiewicz 1934* 105-6). Nonetheless, one would not expect to 
see it in a nomen sacrum like this: "Bo hma bl^a h cna h cto AXA# amnh 
[sic]* IA 11 ANT* • ANT** A^A"*1"* TApHABCKHH [...] n03HABAMTb TO* TblMT* • 
CBOHMTk • AHCTT^MT* • llp€A0 KHMT** KOAH* E^A^ MTIOHT* • TOHT** AHCTTb* H>K€ 
[...]." The invocation is contained in the charter of 1413 (A43) as well, but in 
an essentially shortened version as seems typical of starosta Ivan Srems'kyj's 
scribe: "Bo HMA R>Kb6 Mbl flA" HBA" Cp*MCKMh CTApOCTA PYCKHh Bbl3NABAM 
TO CHm CBOHMT* AHCTOMT* KA2KA0MY AOpEpOMY H>K€ npMUJ€Arb np€A HAC nAtTb 
TA'feET* WMHBHCTC AOEpOBOAHC H f!03NAA 0>K6 fipOAAAT* [...]," cf. the 
charter of 1414 from Rozov (1917* 85): "Bo mma 6o>Kbe mm naH MBa" cpfcMCKbiM 
CTapocTa pycKbiw Bbi3HaBaM to cmm HaniMM amctom [...]." 

The invocation is lacking in only one of the five charters, that of 1396 (A29) 
that begins with the following formula: "A C€ mu* nAH rnTfeBrbWb* CTApoCTA 
TAAIiL^Klii • Tp€BOB€AbCKhi • 3YA€M€KCKH • CB^A*11^ CBOMMT* AHC^MT** 

kah<aomy AOKPOMY* nepCAT* kmmt** C€Cb AHCTTb* eya*t# wcirb* npnuj€Arb 
ncpCA^k NAC* nAH* KAIOCT** BblKYn^KTb* B€Cb* OY CB0€rfe T€livfc [...]." 

It is well known that the initial formula "(A) C€," borrowed from Byzantine 
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FIVE GALICIAN UKRAINIAN CHARTERS 111 

private charters (Zoltan 1987, 9-10) and contained already in A27 (but after the 
invocation), finds its correspondence already in the oldest East Slavic charters. 
Yet, these charters usually begin with "Gc a3T>," "Oc AST*," "©€ la," and not with 
"Oc mw"; see the Mstyslav charter (c. 1130) and many other charters from all 
parts of East Slavic territory (Zoltan 1987, 9; as regards the initial formulae in 
general, see also Zoltan 1987 and Macurek 1958, 3 Zoltan 1988). For example, this 
standard incipit appears in a Galician charter from Kolomyja dating from 1398: 
"A ce a naHT>. 6eHKO CTapocTa raAMijbKM. m chatmhi>ckm cbIsahk) to cbommi>. 
AMCTOM'b. Ka>KAOMy Ao6poMy kto Ha ceii amctt> oy3pnT"b. mam nepeA khm^ 
6yAeTb. HTK)Hrb. M>Ke npMnieAt. nepeAT> Hact. naHi>. repBacb. m B'fcHOBaA'b. 
m onpaBMAb. cboiom y^ewh BapBap'fe cto rpMBeH'b [...]" (Pescak 1974, 133; cf. 
Rozov 1917, 56-58). 

The pluralis majestatis , as it appears in A29 (1396), is a clear loan from Latin, 
and/or Czech or German charters; as such it appears in several other Ruthenian 
charters beginning from the late fourteenth century (Zoltan 1987, 14-17; Moser 
1997, 127). However, as a rule it is used without "(A) C€" and applies only to 
princes and kings, cf. the Belarusian charter confirming peace between Jurij 
Svjatoslavic and Jogaila, i.e., Wladyslaw, king of Poland and grand duke of 
Lithuania: "Mm lOpbM CBATi>cAaBM(H). KH3b bcamkmm CMOAeHbCKMM. AaeMi> 
BeAOMO [...]" (1386), or a charter by Vytautas dating from 1382: "Mm BeAMKiM 
KHH3b RmTOBTTj HMHMMTj 3HaeMO CMMT> HaniMMTj AMCTOM'b, KTO Ha Hero y3pMTT> 
mam ycAbiniMTb HTyHM [...]" (1382) (Pescak 1974, 70, 61). 

The lowest rank usually honored with the pluralis majestatis was appar- 
ently the voivode of Moldavia, but he did not use it consistently.4 The pluralis 
majestatis for a starosta , who was only a representative of the king in a certain 
region, is still a surprising peculiarity of A29. It is interesting in this respect 
that it is again a Galician charter, dating from 1422, where we find the plura- 
lis majestatis used with a bishop's name: "Ma(c)tiio Gati'eio MATBaMM npn(c) 
Tbiia e(r)[o] 6rwMTpe crro m cAa(B)mv(r)[o] npp(o)Ka [np(A)TH"fc] m kp(c)taa 
t(c)ha Ywa(H). mh cmmp€hw(m) MAiia en(c)m> npe(M)cKWM. Bbi3HaBae(M) to 
cm(m) HaniM(M) amctw(m) KO^AOMy Ao6poMy KOMy 6yAe(T) Toro noTpe6a 
hh"6 m noTo(M) 6yAyHM(M). npMine(A)niM npe(A) Ha(c) WKOAb mc koh ApaT w (m) 
noB^AaiOHM m(>k) Toprb Me^cM C06010 bhmhmam w tog ABopMme m npoAa(A) 
wko(a) ABopMme KOHApaTOBM [...]" (Rusanivs'kyj 1965, 66). Thus it seems that, 
apart from the situation in Moldavia, the use of the pluralis majestatis for per- 
sons of a rank lower than that of a king or a prince or, perhaps, an archbishop, 
can be considered typical of the southern regions of Ruthenian (that is, Belaru- 
sian and Ukrainian) language territory, namely, Galicia. Nonetheless, the fact 
that the plural mm is used in A29 (1396) in connection with the clear singular 
form cb^ahio indicates that the pluralis majestatis was still not considered a 
completely expected form in this specific context. Another Galician charter, 
dating from 1391, could possibly demonstrate a similar case, although just the 
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other way round: Andras Zoltan (1987, 16) cites a charter written by the former 
princely scribe Kost 'ko, who had become a judge in Przemysl and who used to 
combine Old East Slavic and new, borrowed elements of the charter formulae. 
Kost 'ko wrote in 1391: "Bo mma wija m CHa m ctto A*a. AMMHb. A ce 3HaMeHMTo 
6yAb. M CB13AOHHO BCfeMt Ao6pbIMT) AK)AeMT> IHTO Ha TOT"b AMCTT> 0y303ApATb. A 
ce 1a OeGpyH-b BOiCBOAa nepeMbiniAbCKMM. nosHaBaM-b to HaniMMi) amcttj [sic], 
Ao6pOK) BOAeiO CBOICK). M A06pbIMT> OyMbllHA'fcH'blCM'b CBOICMT). npMIIIOA'blllM. 
nepe [sic] Harne o^amhwc. m nepeAt 3eMAAHbi. OaHacMM BAAKa [...]" (Pescak 
1974, 106). Zoltan (1987, 16) interprets no3HaBaMT> as a 1st person plural form, 
which would mean that la and no3HaBaMT> would be incongruent in a similar 
way as mm and cb^a hio. Yet, as we shall see, nosHaBaMij could be explained 
as a 1st person singular form as well. Contrary to this, the incongruency of 

with Mhi in A29 holds true without a doubt. 

2. Lexical, syntactic, and morphological characteristics 

The five Galician charters contain some morphological, lexical, phraseological, 
syntactical, and phonological material of particular interest. We shall analyze 
them for each charter separately and according to the order of their appear- 
ance. 

2.1. TextAi6, Lviv (?),5 17 March 1382 (Moldovan 2000, 263) 
A16.1 (4):6 3A AApi> vCtaath: The Slovnyk star oukraj ins ' koji movy XlV-XVst., 
hereafter SSUM (1977-1978), notes only two examples of this phrase. The first 
is contained in the well-known charter by Kazimierz III for his servant Ivan, 
dated by Myxajlo Hrusevs 'kyj and Vladimir Rozov to the first years after 1349* 
but now redated by Moldovan (2000, 274) to "at least the end of the fifties" of 
the fourteenth century. The second one is taken from a charter from Luc rk of 
1445. SSUM (1977-1978) does not consider the predicative use of za s.v. 3<', 
and Slyn 'ko (1973, 61) mentions only that predicative 3<' occasionally appears 
in Old Ukrainian charters, but without examples. The Slovar ' drevnerusskogo 
jazyka XI-XIV vv., hereafter SDR (1988-, s.v. A^P^)^ cites 3<x A<'pT>, but the 

only example is Kazimierz Ill's charter. Thus A16 seems to contain the second 
oldest examples of this phrase in which the function of za can be described as 
somewhere between final and purely predicative (see Moser 1998, 223-32). 

A16.2 (5) has wto koah npucAyiiJAAO k TOM'f C€ay H3BrfeKa: the German 
loan translation (npM)cAOYiu<'TH k comes into Ukrainian via Czech and Polish 
and is preserved in modern Ukrainian only in the derivation CAyvunuu , CAyiuHO 
(Bulaxovs 'kyj 1956, 33), and seems to have been used in the beginning only 
in those Ukrainian charters originating from Galicia; see the data of SSUM 
(1977-1978, s.v. npHCAyuJATH). We find it in a charter from Przemysl (1359); 
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FIVE GALICIAN UKRAINIAN CHARTERS 113 

from Lviv (1378), from Przemysl (1391), all of which are written by Kost'ko (cf. 
Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 6-7, nos. 5, 13, 24), and from Halyc (1418) (cf. also s.v. 

cayujatm: only Galician charters contain it in the meaning 'belong to'). The 
only non-Galician charter in which it appears originates from Smotryc (i375)> 
yet this document is probably not authentic (Rozov 1917* 19). 

A16.3 (6): xoakobh: As regards the earlier charters, we find this dative form 
ending in -obm only in Galicia and Moldavia, especially for persons (see Kurasz- 
kiewicz 1934, 108-10; see also Moldovan 2000, 264). All five charters show 
examples of the dative ending in -obh. 

A16.4 (6-7): 0Y3AAAb • 3A0p0BblMh >KHB0T0Mh • h CBOHMl* 
AORptkiMh OYMkiuiA^HbeMk: The word OYMhiuiArfcNh€, typical of the Old 
Church Slavonic Codex Suprasliensis (Cejtlin,Vecerka, and Blagova i994> s.v. 

OYMbiiiiACHHK, oymwcahth),7 appears in three other fourteenth-century Ukrai- 
nian charters (SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. OYMbiuiA^Hbc), usually within the formula 
(cbohmi*, NAiiiHMh) AOBphiMh 0YA'biuiArfcHb6Mh. Consider the passages cited by 
Rozov (1917, 24, 26, 45; from the years 1377, 1378, and 1391 respectively): "Haineio 
Ao6pOK) BOAeK). M HaiHMM*b Ao6pbIMT>. OyMblUIA'fcH'blCMb [ SW ]"; "Ao6pOIO BOAeiO 
CBOICK) M Ao6pbIM'b yMbllHA'fcH'blCMb CBOICMTj. a HMKOTOpOK) CMAOK)"; "Ao6pOIO 
BOAeiO cboick) vl Ao6pbiMT) oyMbiuiA'feH'bieMb CBOieMij." A16 shows another 
context of OYMbiuiA^HkC within this formula. All four charters were written 
by Kost'ko (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 6-7, nos. 12, 13, 24). 

A16.5 (6-7): 3A0p0BhiMT> 2KHB0T0ML from the same formula has been 
attested up to now only in one Lviv charter of 1400 belonging to the scribe 
Maloxij (Maaox^h ')> who comes from the south, i.e., from Galicia, as well 
(SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. SAopoBT*). This older example from A16 confirms 
the phraseological, formulaic character of the expression. SDR (1988-, s.v. 
JKHBOTTi) cites the phrase (reconstructed as ci^AOpOBMMi* ^kmbott^mt*) and 
gives only one example, that from the above-mentioned Lviv charter of 1400. 
"S dobrym rozmyslem a s zdravym zivotem" (1439) or "dobrym rozmyslem, 
zdravym zivotem" (1443) can also be found in Old Czech charters (Macurek 
1958, 56). 

2.2. TextA27, Lviv, is (?) April 1388 (Moldovan 2000, 264-65) 
A27.I (1-4): npOAAATi eCMT* HA HAIA* C€A0 K0<p0CT>0H0* flCTpOBM • AliAP^BOH 
[sic]* cCHY [sic] • H npHMXAA'K e8 • AO nAHA CTApOCThl* ALLJKA* TApNABhCKOrO • 
H n€p€A^ 3€MAAHbl • 0Y3AAAT* CCATb* M06 C€A0 KOpOCTNO* ri€TpOBh h 
ero OY bH^kh: This sentence can be added to the earliest certain examples of 
do + genitive in a nonlimitative function, as a substitute for older to + dative 
(see Moser 1998, 260-64). 

A27.2 (2): n€TpoBH • ANAprfeBOH [sic]: see A16.3. 
A27.3 (5): A AAAT^ 6CMb 6MY- CO BC^MH* fipABOMT* • !AK0 6CMTs> A* CAMT* 

HA'TkATL: The phrase CO bcIjmt* npABOMi* meaning 'with full power of law' is 
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obviously part of Early Middle Ukrainian juridical terminology. According to 
SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. npABo), we find it, for example, in a charter from Smotryc 
(i375)> which is probably not authentic (Rozov 1917, 19), but we find it as well in 
a Lviv charter of 1399 (Rozov 1917, 59) written by Maloxij (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 
7, no. 32) and in a charter from Halyc of 1409 (Rozov 1917, 74). A27 seems to 
contain the earliest Ukrainian example of this phrase. Cf. also Czech "se vsiem 
panstvim, pravem a pnslusenstvfm" from a Czech charter of 1398 and "se vsim 
pravem" from a Czech charter of 1444 (Macurek 1958, 56). 

A27.4 (5): iako: SSUM (1977-1978) counts hundreds of examples of the 
conjunction, but nearly all of them date from the second half of the fifteenth 
century or are contained in late copies of fourteenth-century charters. Rare 
exceptions are charters from Bachorz (1377; Rozov 1917, 24) and Przemysl (1391; 
Rozov 1917* 45); both of which were written by Kost 'ko (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, 
nos. 12, 24); a charter from Cracow (1394; Rozov 1917, 54), which was written 
by a scribe of Belarusian origin (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7); and a charter from 
L^czyca (1433; Rozov 1917* 124)- i.e., all originating from today s Poland. Thus 
A27 (1388) contains one of the oldest examples of the conjunction iako instead 
of kako or kaki> in a clearly Polish, not Church Slavonic, context. 

A27.5 (7): CO W30pu: Moldovans (2000, 265) view that this form reflects a 
phonetic development e> 0 cannot be accepted. The Ukrainian dialects, and 
the Galician ones as well, do not show such a development; therefore most 
probably this is a scribal error, which could be explained as motivated by a 
repetition of preceding 0 and w, respectively. 

A27.6 (7): CO BCHbAVh npAROMIk (cf. A27.3). 
A27.7 (7-8): LUT0>Kh* K TOAUf* C€Ay* npHCAYWA€Th (cf. A16.2). 
A27.8 (8): cb^aoctbo: SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. cbh^omctbo) cites several 

various forms of this often-used word, though cbH^octbo js not found among 
them. The form could be explained as a scribal error (-ctbo instead of hctbo, 
for instance, as in cb^ohctbomt* from A29 (13); see Moldovan 2000, 270), and 
by more evidence that the scribe was obviously not very well trained (see his 
mistakes listed in Moldovan 2000, 265). Yet it is much more probable that we 
find here another variant of the simplification of the consonant cluster -cstv-, 
as reflected in the Old Polish forms swiadestwo , swiadziestwo , and swiedestwo 
(SStP 1953-2002, s.v. swiadectwo). At any rate, cb^aoctbo has to be added to 
the many forms of the word cited by SSUM (1977-1978). 

2.3. TextA28, Lviv, 28 March 1393 (Moldovan 2000 , 266-67) 
A28.I (1-3): A nANTi • ANT* • TApNABCKhH • H BOKBO^A • CYAOMHpCKHM* 
CTApOCTA* pOYCKO'fe* SSMA'fc* n03HABAMTb TO* TbIMT* • CBOHMT** AHCTT^MT** 
K A>Kv'rhMY • np€£0 KHMT** KOAM* KYA€# MTIOHT** T0NT>« AMCTT** h>K€ [...]: This 
example is very similar to the one cited by Zoltan (1987, 16; see above). Might 
one assume that we see a 1st person plural in association with the pronoun 
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FIVE GALICIAN UKRAINIAN CHARTERS 115 

a? But SSUM (1977-1978) is surely correct in interpreting iioshabami* from 
the charter of 1391 as a form of the 1st person singular, not plural, which must 
hold true for this example as well. It is true that the form poznawam is com- 
mon for the 1st person plural in Old Polish (SStP 1953-2002, s.v. poznawac ), 
whereas Modern Polish shows poznaj$ instead. Old Czech, where poznavati 
was also part of the charter formula (see the examples in Macurek 1958, 54), had 
poznavam for the first person singular as well. As for Middle Ukrainian, a form 
like n03N<'BAMi> could appear only in charters written in a heavily Polonized 
language. As regards A28 (i393)> this is exactly the case, and the same holds true 
for the charter of 1391, which was written by Kost 'ko. It is, for example, exactly 
there that we also find uito my npnCAYWA with the enclitic form of the personal 
pronoun in the dative case and with the Polish ending of the 3rd person singular 
present tense form, the latter of which can be found, as we shall see, in A28 
as well. It is in the same charter of 1391 where we also find the dative ending 
-Obh in the (semantically) inanimate noun ahctobh (in fact, ahctt* might be 
an exceptional case; see its contemporary morphosyntactic behavior as an 
animate noun). According to SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. no3HABATH), n03HABAMi» 
appears in two fifteenth-century charters as well (1404, 1424)- both of them 
originate from Halyc (Rozov 1917, 67, 106). The Istorija ukrajins 

' 
koji movy: 

Morfolohija , hereafter IUMM (1978, 313), confirms that "a(j)iKC -m* {-Mb, -m) 
3piAKa BMCTynae Taico>K y TeMaTMHHMx AiecAOBax, 30KpeMa b (J)opMax 1-0'i 
oc. oah., yTBopeHiix BiA AiecAiB i3 cycfniccoM -bcl-" and refers to no3HaBaMi?t 
BuanaBawby and UMawb (in contemporary Ukrainian only some Carpathian 
dialects show forms of the type cniBdM , dyMaM , cAyxaM; IUMM 1978, 318). 

A28.2: KAXyfrhAX'( • np€A0 KHATb* KOAH • MTWNT* • TOHT* • AHCTT*: 
SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. kto koah, xto koah) cites many examples of this gen- 
eralizing relative pronoun and points to its origin from Old Czech ktokoli , 
Old Polish ktokoli. The first examples from Ukrainian (not Belarusian) char- 
ters preserved in originals come from a charter from Przemysl written by 
Kost'ko in 1378 (Rozov 1917, 26; Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, no. 13)- it reads, "xto 
koam ero KynwAi) TOMy CAyinaTM kt> CTMy MBaHy" - and from a Lviv charter of 
1400 (Rozov 1917, 60-61), which is quite similar to the context of A28: "[...] 
ocB'feA^aK) Tb THMTJ AMCTOMTJ Ka>KAOMy Ao6poMy nepeAt KWMT> KOAM 6yAe 
T^T-b amcttj htiohtj a>Ke [...]." koam, KOTopiH KOAH, KTOpu koah and the 
like are attested only from the fifteenth century on; as regards uito koah, see 
A43.10. SDR (1988-, s.v. koah) clearly fails to differentiate between koah as an 
indefinite pronoun and koah as a generalizing particle. All examples in this 
latter meaning come from Ukrainian and Belarusian charters. 

A28.3 (3): EifA€ wwht>: IUMM (1978, 314) states: "A(J)iKC 3-01 oc. oah. 
npeACTaBAeHMM HorapMa BapiaHTaMM: -ra&, -ra&, -m, -0. OcTaHHiw y>KMBaeTbcn 
Ay>Ke piAKO i BMCTynae TiAbKM nicAH BapiaHTiB TenepiniHboro nacy a(J)iKciB 
ochobm -e-, -ae-, - Bae -, -biBae- (- UBae -), -ye-, -$e-" and cites examples from 
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a Lviv charter of 1370 (Rozov 1917, 18: "a iiito MO>Ke iipmhmhmtm") and from 
another Lviv charter of 1400 in nearly the same context as in A28 (Rozov 1917, 
60-61: "OCB-fcA^aiO T"b. TbIMT> AMCTOMTj. Ka>KAOMy Ao6pOMy. nepeA"b KbIMl> KOAM 
6yAe. T'bT'b amcti> mtiohtj. a>Ke [...]")• Kuraszkiewicz (i934> 123-24) does not 
cite any examples of the ending -0. Although some sporadic cases of -0 in the 
3rd person singular already appear in Old Ukrainian texts (IUMM 1978, 312, 
314, 319-20), the example from A28- as one of the oldest- is of significant 
importance for Ukrainian language history. 

A28.4 (3): tont*: SSUM (1977-1978. s.v. tont>) notes tont* in order to refer 
to another form, tgnt*, which is clearly Polish and figures as the entry form in 
the dictionary, although it is not attested, but reconstructed. The form toht* 
is cited with an exclamation mark: it is contained in a charter from L^czyca of 
1388 and in a Lviv charter of 1421 (Rozov 1917, 39, 92). The other cited forms 
are clear Polonisms formed instead from the unattested form tcnt*: oy me(M) 
from a Volhynian charter from Luc 'k of 1490 and c mezo from a Moldavian 
charter from Hyrlov of 1499. The form tont* in A28 is the third one from the 
Ukrainian charters known up to now and the second oldest of them. It confirms 
that the form tout*, which seems to be an exclusively Galician adaptation of 
Polish ten, has to be added to the data of Ukrainian historical morphology, 
whereas so far among the substitutes of older tt> only the extended form toh 
and the reduplicated form tott* are cited in the scholarly literature (IUMM 
1978, 157-62). 

A28.5 (4-5): n<UTh« X°AK0# AOKBHMH* 3A CBOKrO* 3AopoBoro* >khbota* 
H« AOEpUMT** OYMhlCAOATL n03HAATi TO* np€£0 HAMh • €>KH [...]: SSUM 
(1977-1978, s.v. 3a) does in fact cite examples of 3A + genitive case in a temporal 
meaning, but the first of them, originating from Medyka, dates only from 1415, 
and the second one, originating from Ostrih, dates from 1458. SDR (1988-, s.v. 
3a) cites three fourteenth-century examples of 3A + genitive case in temporal 
meaning. A28 contains one of the first certain Ukrainian examples of this 
construction at all. 

A28.6 (5): AOEphiMi** oymucaomt*: The word is attested in an East Slavic 
copy of the Bulgarian Church Slavonic "Besedy" by Gregory of Nazianzus dat- 

ing from the fourteenth century. Otherwise it seems to be rarely used or absent 
in Old East Slavic texts (Sreznevskij 1893-1903). Here we find it in a variant 
of the phrase 3AopoBbiMb >KhB0T0A'b* h cbohmt* AOBpbiMh OYMhiuiA^NheMb 
discussed in A16.4. Czech charters show 5 dobrym rozmyslem here, instead 
(Macurek 1958, 56). 

A28.7 (5-7): npcco npocEy npHATWAT* • n<'" rTkobxt** kajocobuxo* 
OyMOABhAT** h NAAViiNIIATi • CBOtO A^BKy* NA HMA* MApCHY Aath# 3A AUJKA* 
3A kaioca: The first example of the Polish loan np€3T> in the Ukrainian charters 
is found in a document from Su^eava of 1393, and most other examples for 
the word cited in SSUM (1977-1978) originate in Moldavia, where the word 
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could be a Bulgarism as well as a Polonism. The first non-Moldavian example 
is contained in a Halyc charter dating from 1407 (Rozov 1917, 68); thus the 
example from A28 is probably the oldest known from today's Ukraine. 

A28.8 (6, 10-11, 11, 11-12, 12): OYMOABMAT^ OYAThAAhl [sic], OYMOABhAH, 
oifMOABY* OYMOABHAhi: According to SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. oymoabhth, 
oymoaba) this Polonism (oymobhth and oymoba are attested as well; see SSUM 
1977-1978, s.v. oymobhtm, oymoba) is found almost exclusively in fifteenth- 
century documents, the only exception being a charter of uncertain provenance 
written by a scribe of Belarusian origin. The noun oymoaba is also attested 
only in a fifteenth-century document. Thus A28 contains the oldest Ukrainian 
examples of the verb as well as of the noun known up to now. 

A28.9 (6): NAAvfcNMAT*: This word is otherwise attested only in Church Slavonic 
texts or in fifteenth-century charters (SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. ham^hhtm); the 
oldest example known up to now shows the noun form NAMrbN€trfcMrh in a 
charter from Medyka dating from 1404 (SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. nam^ncnc; 
Rozov 1917, 70). 

A28.10 (6, 7-8, 13-14): a^bky (context in A28.6), no cboiom v^kBivfe (2x): 
SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. a^bka, A€kka) counts twelve examples of the 
word a^bka in the meaning 'daughter^ the oldest of which originates from the 
same charter from Medyka as mentioned in A28.9. A28 contains the oldest 
examples of the word in this meaning. SDR (1988-, s.v. a^bi^ba) cites three 
examples of a^bt^ka 'daughter! Two of them, however, are not convincing; 
they show a^bi^ka rather in the meaning 'girl, unmarried woman! The third 
example is taken from the Hypatian Codex, s.a. 1238, that is, from the Gali- 
cian Chronicle. It reads: "icopoAb >Ke He BAacTb a^bkm cBoew PocTwcAaBoy. m 
norHa m nponb." A28 shows probably the oldest East Slavic example of a^bka 
'daughter! 

A28.11 (7): OKrfeupAATt: This phonetic Polonism (witnessing c < *tj , which 
made its way into the Modern Ukrainian standard language) is attested 
elsewhere in a charter of uncertain provenance dating from 1411 in the form 
Ob^acmIi. SDR (1988-) does not contain an entry for oe^hath. A28 contains 
the oldest known example of o6iuHmu in Ukrainian. 

A28.12 (9-12, 15): nph3BAAT>» K COE^ CBO'fc* npHAT€Ahl» H CBOIO* 
>K€hy# nAtrb [...] (the charter is damaged here; see Moldovan 2000, 267 and 
the photograph) h 0YCKA3AA1** k namt^ cbohmh nphATCAU* h cbokio* 
KCNOIO* AGhlXMht* T'h'fc* OY^^AAhl [sic] fit PYLUHAh, IAK0 KCMbl • OY^OABMAh* 
AEbiXMW ty a€P^aah# TBcpAO* toy 0YM0AB0Y: Whereas fiANi* appears in 
many Galician charters of the fourteenth century, the feminine form nANM is 
found only in a charter from Przemysl from 1378, and in one from Vysnja from 
1393- both written by Kost'ko (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, nos. 18, 28); otherwise 
nANM occurs only in the fifteenth century (SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. nANH). SDR 
(1988-, s.v. iianh) cites another example from 'Tp. ok. 1350 (1, io.-p.)," but this 
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is an error - a check in Pescaks index reveals that in fact the example is taken 
from a nineteenth-century copy of a charter of uncertain date.9 A28 contains 
the second oldest examples of the word in Ukrainian, with nAtci* standing 
for dative (A28.17) and accusative cases. As regards the accusative, stands 

clearly for [i]. 
A28.I3 (9-10): 0'(CKA3AArh: SSUM (1977-1978, S.V. BCKA3ATH and BCKA- 

3hiBATh) cites only two examples of the word that date from the fourteenth 

century; both are charters of uncertain provenance written by scribes of south- 
ern origin (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7; nos. 15, 18). One of them dates from 1386; 
the other from between 1386 and 1418 was written by Kost'ko, probably in 

Przemysl (see Rozov 1917* 30, 35). SDR (1988-, s.v. bt>cka3ATh) cites only the 
first of these two hitherto known examples as a single entry. The word seems 
to be typical of Galician charters. 

A28.14 (11): ako: see A27.4. 
A28.15 (10, 11): AEhiXMbi: The preterite forms of the type EhtXMbi are usually 

explained as a contamination of the old aorist euxomt* and the Polish forms 

ending in -smy (Bulyka, Zurauski, and Kramko 1979, 211-12, 284; see also 
IUMM 1978, 325-27, which states: "BnAMB noAbCbKoi mobm neBHOK) Mipoio 
BiA6MBae M0p<j)0A0riHHMM BapiaHT - xmu , hkmm 3ycTpinaeTbCH HepiAKO b tmx 
caMwx TeKCTax, mo m -cmm" [p. 306]). In A28 we find it as a component of 
the conjunction aem (regarding EhiXMhi in the forms of the conditional, see 

Bulyka, Zurauski, and Kramko i979> 284-86; IUMM 1978, 304-5)- IUMM 
lists only rather late examples for the aorist in -XMhi (p. 326), but cites some 
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century examples of oeuxmo with -xmo (p. 303)* 
another innovation usually considered an intermediate step between -xo/irb 
and -xmu. The form BhiXMhi in the conditional mood does not appear there. 
SSUM (1977-1978) records only the innovation abmxmo, not AEbiXMbi, and 

among the forms of kuth it cites the two forms euxmh, ehxaw from two 
Moldavian charters dating from 1448 and 1459-1460, respectively. Because 
Moldovans reading aemxmm is clearly confirmed in the photograph provided, 
ARhiXMbi in A28 (1393) is the oldest example of Ukrainian -XMhi known up to 
now. 

A28.16 (14): kajocobh: see A16.3. 
A28.I7 (14-15): A UITO V ABOp'b* EblAAA* HMTfeM(H)K [sic' • TO 0YC€* nAH'fe* 

XOAKOBOH* H CO Ki* A^™*1* EUTH* A^"0* EUTH MACTH KAHOM* 
ako h APOV^O"- TOro buaaa: SSUM (1977-1978) cites only one example of the 
certain Polonism emaao, which, according to it, is contained in a "Luc 'k charter 
of 1389" But if we check this charter in Pescaks edition (i974> 101-3). we find 
that in fact we are dealing with a 1547 document from Vilnius, clearly written 
in the heavily Polonized language of the mid-sixteenth century. Therefore 
SDR (1988-) is correct in having no entry for bwaao. Thus the two examples 
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of Bhi AAA in A28 of 1393 seem to be the only ones from Early Middle Ukrainian 
charters known until now. 

A28.18: hma: In the above cited example, the 3rd person singular present 
tense form hma appears twice. According to SSUM (1977-1978), the same form 
is recorded in a Galician charter of 1404, and this charter, which originates 
from Medyka (Rozov 1917* 69-70), proves to be written in a heavily Polonized 
language as well. Along with hma there appear such forms as CTpoNA, nhkah, 
and the like (the example of hma reads: "a to TaKO. a>Ke KopoAb. 3anAaTMBT>. 
nAT. coti>. rpMBeiTb. TbiMT> naHAM MMa BenwcTO. Aep>KAT"). Looking through all 
examples from SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. hmath), we can add one more example of 
hma dating from 1399 (cf. Rozov 1917, 59; Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, no. 32): "a>K 6w 
koam. H-fcKOTopaA. npuroAa €My CTaA. TorAbi MMa to ceAO 32LWhHKT. npoAaTw"). 
This charter was written in Lviv in the name of Jogaila by the scribe Maloxij 
(Kuraszkiewicz i934> 7> no. 32). In the same text, we find the forms hmaktt>, 
HMAtOTb. Finally, there is another example dating from 1412, also contained 
in a charter from Lviv written by one of Ivan Srems 'kyj s scribes (Rozov 1917, 
80-81; Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, no. 44). So it seems obvious that in the begin- 
ning the word form hma can be considered a typically Galician morphological 
Polonism of Ukrainian. Contemporary Ukrainian dialect forms of the type 
3acniBa , 6aMa are typical of the southeastern dialects (IUMM 1978, 319), and 
thus of later origin, not relevant in this context. 

A28.19 (16): kanoh (context in A28.17): SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. [sic]) 
lists several examples of this Polish form of the numeral, however all of them 
belong to the fifteenth century (the same holds true for all derived forms of 
K^N- such as k^hath, k^nota, and the like). SDR (1988-) does not contain 
any entry for kan- or A28 contains the oldest example of the Polonism, 
which made its way into several Western Ukrainian dialects. 

A28.2O (16-17): H KCMO • TO flpHAIOEHAO* H nOTBCpAHAO* CBOHMH 
ahctm • h n€MATH: According to SSUM (1977-1978), examples of the word 
npHAiOEHTH can be found only in a charter from Halyc dating from 1404 and 
in another Galician charter of uncertain provenance dating from 1419. Thus 
A28 seems to show the oldest record of this Polonism. 

A28.21 (19): ripc^o kb^tnow h^aw: The form kbH^t- is not recorded in Old 
Ukrainian texts (Shevelov i979> 57). In contemporary Ukrainian dialects 

the kv and cv forms appear scattered and are sometimes used alongside 
each other. However, the material collected so far suggests the higher 
concentration of /:v-forms in the northern and eastern part of the Ukraine, 
while the SW dialects more often have cv-; in the latter, where £v-forms 
do occur, parallel cv-forms are also usually found (e.g. near Drohobyc, 
Turka, Pidbuz, Sambir, 2ovkva (Shevelov 1979, 56). 
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In SSUM (1977-1978) only ( cvethney ) can be found in one example 
from a late copy s.v. nONC^yfeAOKT*; SDR (1988-) does not contain an entry for 
KB'feT-. 

A28.22 (21): Apu,n • EHCKYno (2x): This Polonism can be found elsewhere in 
a charter from Medyka of 1415 in the form ApLihEHCKYrrh, and in Moldavian 
charters, e.g., from Su^eava of i486 (SSUM 1977-1978). Other forms show a 
y-prothesis as well, cf. Rozov (1917, 122): ApHHEMCKym* and ApunEhCKOYnOMT* 
from a Moldavian charter of 1468. According to SSUM (1977-1978), the word 
Api^hBhCKOYn'L is attested in Ukrainian charters only three times. We can now 
add two more examples, which are the oldest known up to now. SDR (1988-, 
s.v. Api^MEkhCKOYnik) cites only three examples from the Hypatian Codex (written 
about 1425). 

A28.23 (23): riANO* IOCKO* BOKBOAA* HABOBCKhh • flANO* AHNHCKO* UiJOpMHO 
'oakobo* a HHhixo* MHoro* KbiAO AOEpuxo* ajoahh: The context makes clear 
that HABOBCKhli belongs to bokboaa and that n cannot stand for the conjunction. 
This means that A28 seems to contain the oldest example of a vowel prothesis 
with i before a cluster with /, cf. Shevelov (i979> 461-62, 473), who cites the 
same word from a Lviv charter of 1400 and attributes the rise of prothetic i 
before /, r, m to the fifteenth century. 

2.4. TextA29, Strilyci ,10 7 May 1396 (Moldovan 2000, 270) 
A29.1 (1): cb^amw: SSUM (1977-1978) cites examples of cb^tmhth (such is 
the spelling of the entry) from only one fourteenth-century charter (from 
Kolomyja, dated 1398; published in Rozov 1917, 57). The other examples date 
from the fifteenth century, the oldest among them being cb^omw from a 
Lviv charter of 1421. Sreznevskij (1893-1903, s.v. cb^a^11™)* of course, lists 
only Ukrainian and Belarusian examples of the word. A29 seems to contain 
the oldest of them. 

A29.2 (2): C€Ch AhCTTt*: The oldest example of the reduplicated pronoun C€Ch 
has been found in a charter from Su^eava dating from 1388 (SSUM 1977-1978, 
s.v. ccch); the other examples belong to the fifteenth century. The example 
from A29 seems to be the second oldest hitherto known and the oldest from 
non-Moldavian charters. 

A29.3 (3, 6): BhiKYriYKTb, bukyiiiitm: The oldest example of BbiKOYnHTH 
cited in SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. BbiKYnHTh, BUKOYfiMTb) is contained in a Lviv 
charter of 1386; the other examples belong to the fifteenth century. SDR (1988-, 
s.v. BhiKOYnnTh) cites seven examples of BhiKOYnHTh, but only the example 
from the Lviv charter of 1386 in fact means only 'to buy! In Old East Slavic and 
Middle Russian texts, as well in the Moscow charter of 1389 that is erroneously 
added in SDR (1988-) to the meaning "BbiKynwTb hto-a.," it means 'to pay for 
getting somebody free!11 Within the corpus of the Galician Ukrainian charters 
A29.3 shows the only imperfective form and the second oldest known example 
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of this word. In other old East Slavic texts, e.g., in the "Pravda russkaja," the 
imperfective aspect reads BMKOYnATH and has the same early meaning 'to pay 
for getting somebody free! fihiKoynOBATH is not attested; most probably it is 
a Polonism. 

A29.4 (3, 4): oy naNh MApb'fe; ta iianh MAphA: cf. A28.12. Here -h is found 
in the genitive as well as in the nominative case of nANH instead of t as in 
A28.12. 

A29.5 (4, 6, 5, 9): tatt* B€Ch; Tyro a^ANHHOy; TUTO (twice): This 
form of the demonstrative pronoun does not appear in other Ukrainian char- 
ters at all. Only the type tota, totu with the indeclinable part in front is 
attested on occasion (see SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. tott>; see also Kuraszkiewicz 
1934, 122 with TOTh, TOThl). 

A29.6 (4, 7, 8): hmaaa, HMAKTh (2x): cf. A28.18. In addition, the older form 
hm^th appears twice in an idiomatic expression in A29.10 (see below). 

A29.7 (5): nocari^: This word does not appear in any other Ukrainian char- 
ters of the fourteenth or fifteenth century; cf. Polish posag 'dowry! 

A29.8 (5-9): K€Ahl Ehl TbITO wfeTH* HA MA'A* TAHbKA* H 0AIO)(NA • JfOT'tlAII • 

TYTO* A^AHHHY* OY flANA KAIOCA BMKYnhTH* lilT0>Kh EYAV1^* nPAR0 
HM^TH • K TOM A^A"""^* TOr^A* flAHTi* KAWC» HMAKTb • TO'fe 
A>Kb €CM0 ncpB^H* HM€N0BAAh • HMACTh • nOCTYflHTH* A CBO'fc nTbHA3Tfe,fe* 
0Y3 ATM • OY T^X1^ TkKli €CM0* ncpB^M* MMCNOBAAH: SSUM (1977- 
1978) records examples of the clear Polonism kcam (with e < t in k*gd-). Both 
of them date from 1395 and originate from Moldavian charters, and both use 
K€aw in connection with koah- that is, as kcam koah. SDR (1988-, s.v. K€Ahi) 
cites one example of K€AM from a charter from L^czyca of 1388 (Rozov 1917, 
39) where it is connected with kako in kako which SDR translates as a 
causal conjunction by 'nocKOAbKy! A29 (1396) contains the oldest example of 
the Polonism K€AW functioning as a temporal conjunction alone and the oldest 
example of the word from non-Moldavian charters. 

A29.9 (5-7, 9-10): ThITO [...] lUTOKb npABO 
LLiT0>Kh eyaoyt# twto • a^™' hm^th • npABO: The first examples of the 
new analytic future tense construction with budu + infinitive cited by IUMM 
(1978, 294) belong to the fifteenth century, although IUMM claims there that 
the model was quite common during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. BhiTh, meaning 4a) cites two certain examples from the 
fourteenth century, one from a charter written by Kost 'ko in Bachorz in 1377 
(Rozov 1917* 23-24: cay>kmth and one from a charter from Cracow 
dating from 1388 (Rozov 1917, 41: a€P^aT)j both of them are heavily 
Polonized. A29 contains two further examples of the new analytic future tense 
and the first from the Ukrainian language territory. 

A29.10 (5-7, 9-10): npABO HMiTH (kt>), context in A29.10: SSUM (1977- 
1978, s.v. hm^th, meaning 11), lists only late fifteenth-century examples of 
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M€TH npABO, npABO MCTh in the same meaning "no3MBaTMCfl, cyAMTMc h" with 
the complements "3 kmm o hjo, o HOMy 3 kmm." Thus A29 seems to contain the 
oldest examples of this phrase in Ukrainian. Furthermore, it provides evidence 
for another possibility of its government. 

A29.11 (10): cb^ahh: This example confirms the observation that the forms 
with the preserved reflexes of the second palatalization are typical of the south- 
ern (i.e., Galician and Moldavian) Ruthenian charters (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 
112-13). 

A29.12 (ll) K TOAUf KCMO AMCTOBM • NAIiJfO n€MAT fipHAOKHAH: The dative 
form ending in -obh is particularly interesting because the noun ahctt* is 
(semantically) inanimate; see A28.1. Kuraszkiewicz (1934, 108) emphasizes that 
-obh is found only "wyj^tkowo w niezywotnych." 

A29.13 (14): oy nOH€WTfeA€K: This clear phonetic Polonism with -€KT» < -1 bkt is 
quite a surprise (mentioned without comment by Moldovan 2000, 271). SSUM 
(1977-1978) only records nONG^HkAOKT* and noNfyj^bANHKT*. 

2.5. TextA43, Lviv, 23 June 12 1413 (Moldovan 2000, 271-72) 
A43.I (l): fio HMA B>Kh6 Mbl nAH HBAh Cp^MCKHM CTApOCTA plfCKHH BM3NABAM 
to Chm cbohatk ahctoavt* [...]: A charter contained in Rozov (1917, 85), which 
dates from 1414 and originates from Lviv, contains exactly the same formula 
with the same verb form Btki3NABAMi>: "Bo mma 6o>Kbe mm naH MBa H cp^mckmm 
CTapocTa pycKbiw Bbi3HaBaM to cmm HaniMM amctom." It seems that the form 
Bbi3NABAMi> was typical of Ivan Srems'kyj's scribe. 

A43.2 (2): WMHBHCT€: SSUM (1977-1978, S.V. 0MHBHCT€, OMCBMCT^, OMBHCTC) 
records one example of the word originating from the same Lviv charter of 
1414, where it figures as wmbhctc (it is the same charter as the one cited above). 
Later examples date only from the middle of the fifteenth century. Obviously, 
in A43 we are dealing with the oldest example of this Polonism in Ukrainian, 
which seems to be typical of Ivan Srems'kyj's scribe. 

A43.3 (2): AOGpOBOAHC: The word AOcpOBOAHbih itself often appears in older 
Ukrainian charters, yet the form A0Rp0B0ANe seems to be typical of Ivan 
Srems 'kyjs scribe, as the other example of this form cited in SSUM (1977-1978, 
s.v. AORpoBOANc) is again from the 1414 charter, whereas yet another example, 
presumably dating from 1388, is in fact taken from a late copy. SDR (1988-, 
s.v. AOBPOBOANO) cites examples for the word in the meaning Voluntarily' only 
from Galician charters and has a separate entry for AOBpOBOAhtrfc, which figures 
there as a Church Slavonic loan in the meaning 'charitable! 

A43.4 (4): 3A A€CATh Kom> pyCKOM AHMEhi: The earliest examples of the 
Polonism ahmba in the meaning 'calculation cited in SSUM (1977-1978) date 
from the 1480s. Two examples- from Ostrih of 1427 and from Turejs'k of 
1429 - contain ahhba with the special meaning 'exchange rate of money! which 
appears in this example as well. SDR (1988-) does not have an entry for the 
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word. A43 thus contains the oldest example of this word known from the 
Ukrainian charters. 

A43.5 (4-6): TAKT* B0AN0 rpHTOpCBH H 6r0 AlO^CMTk rpOAHCAABHANOMI* 
B Tblx ATfecrfe)(Tb N B pyEATN NAMNNh6 H APB<* h UITO KOAh NMT* 
HAAOK^ H nOKHBATM TAK BOANO IAK0 UAh'[ TA^BOBM h 6r0 AIOACMT^: As the 
entries in SDR (1988-, s.v. boano) confirm, the predicative form boano is used 
not only in Belarusian (cf. also copy D of the Smolensk/Smalensk charter of 
1229) and Ukrainian charters, but also in East Slavic Church Slavonic texts. 
As regards Ukrainian charters, SSUM (1977-1978) cites only one example of 
predicative boano from the fourteenth century, though in fact we are dealing 
with a sixteenth-century copy. Pescak (1974, 155) lists two examples of boano, 
but the second one does not really figure as a predicative form. Only the first 
one originates from the well-known charter by Kazimierz III for his servant 
Ivan (Rozov 1917, 2-4) and belongs here (the earliest reliable example of pred- 
icative boano cited in SSUM [1977-1978] comes from a Moldavian charter 
of 1408). A43 appears to contain two of the oldest Ukrainian examples of 
predicative boano. 

A43.6 (4): awa€a't> rpoAHCAABMANOMT*: Whereas rp0AHCAABMAN0Mi» reflects 
the Polish metathesis form, in line 3 we find the authentic East Slavic k C€Ay 
ropOAHCAABHMOMT* with pleophony. 

A43.7 (4, 7, 6): namf rpnropcBH (2x); riANY ta^bobn: see above, A16.3. 
A43.8 (5): NAMMNbG: SSUM (1977-1978) does not record this Polonism. In Old 

Polish, naczynie could mean "z grubsza obrobiony material drzewny, zdatny na 
budulec oraz do przerobki na narz^dzia, wozy itp., nap. dyle, zerdzie, tarcice 
itp., ligna ad instrumenta efficienda idonea" (see SStP 1953-2002, s.v. naczynie). 
It is exactly this meaning that is represented in A43. SDR (1988-) does not 
record the word. 

A43 9 (5): APra: Other examples of the Common Slavic word dri>va attest 
the original Ukrainian reflex aP^RA, as we find it in a charter of uncertain 
provenance of 1424 and in a Luc'k charter of 1447 (SSUM 1977-1978, s.v. 
APmba). It is hardly possible to explain this spelling as a scribal error or as a 
result of the lack of the titlo (see Moldovan 2000, 272). Most probably, this is 
another phonetic Polonism reflecting Polish drwa < drtva. SDR (1988-, s.v. 
AP^ba) does not cite any example of ApuB- or APB"- 

A43.10 (5): luto koan natl NAAoeHk (context in A43.5, cf. A28.2 for kto 
koah): The first example of urro koan cited in SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. uitokoan, 
li^okoan) is taken from a 1386 charter of uncertain origin, written by a scribe 
of southern origin (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, no. 15). The dictionary points to 
the Old Czech source of this word but does not mention that cokoli is also 
attested in Old Polish. 

A43.11 (5): no>KNBATN: According to SSUM (1977-1978), the earliest example 
of the Polonism iioknbatn would appear in a Luc'k charter of 1388, where it 
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means eat', but the material is taken from an unreliable sixteenth-century copy 
(Pescak 1974, 93-96). Another example of no>KHBATH in its meaning 'use' was 
written by the scribe Van'ko in 1424 (Kuraszkiewicz 1934, 7, no. 54)- that is, 
it originates from another Galician charter; all other examples date from the 
late fifteenth century. SDR (1988-) has no entry for no>KHBATh. A43 contains 
the earliest example of this word. 

A43.12 (5): iaK0 (context in A43.5): see A27.4. 
A43.13 (6): co bc'Lwt* npABOATh CO bc^mh B2KHTKM13 (cf. A27.3): The formu- 

laic expression co BcfeAVh npABOMi* is extended here by co bc^aw b>khtkh, 
a frequent formula. 

A43.I4 (10-11): HM>K€ M€CTh h B^pA AOKHTh: SSUM (1977-1978) COUntS 
three examples of a€>kath in the meaning of haac>kath 'belong to' and cites 
two of them, both originating from Lviv, one dating from 1412 and one from 
1421 (Rozov 1917, 81, 94). Both of them reflect exactly the same phrase as found 
in A43; both of them are written by Ivan Srems 'kyj's scribe (see Kuraszkiewicz 
1934, 7, nos. 44, 51). SDR (1988-, s.v. aokatm) does not record a€>kath in the 

meaning 'belong to! 
A43.15 (11): ha 3ABTpHe no E>Kb€MT* t^a^: These words not only contain 

the Polonism K>Kh€ tH^ao in the meaning 'Corpus Christi! which is not attested 
in other Ukrainian charters,14 but they also allow us to date the charter more 
accurately: in 1413 Corpus Christi was celebrated on 22 June, and thus ha 

3ABTpne no T'Lvfc means 23 June. 

3. Conclusion 

The five newly found Galician Ukrainian charters not only attest additional 
examples of otherwise rarely used Ukrainian forms and spellings, but in some 
cases also provide evidence of the oldest examples of some Ukrainian innova- 
tions. This holds true not only for the lexicon, but for all linguistic levels. The 

high number of Polonisms in these five charters confirms the vivid Polish- 
Ukrainian linguistic encounter in Galicia at the turn of the fifteenth century. 
There is no question that the five charters must be added to the canon of 
Ukrainian historical philology. 

Notes 

1. All readings were checked against the photographs. 
2. Cf. also a charter from Przemysl dating from 1378 (Rozov 1917, 25): "Bo mma wija m 

CHa M CTO Axa. AMMHb. 6o>KbI€K) MATbK). M Ao6pbIXT> AIOAMM npbKV3HbK). M CTaAaCA 
TOpryBAA. Me>KM Ao6pbIMM AIOAMM. [...]." 

3. As regards the hypothesis about the influence of medieval Czech charters on the 
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Ukrainian charters, see Zoltan (1988, 90): "B BMAy OTcyTCTBMH neiucKMx rpaMOT, 
xoth 6bi OAHOBpeMeHHbix c nepBbiMM raAMi^KMMM, HenocpeACTBeHHoe neiucKoe 
BAMHHMe Ha raAMijicyio KaHijeAflpcKyio npaKTMKy btopom noAOBMHbi XIV b. He 
MO>KeT 6bITb AOKa3aHO. CxOACTBO ({)OpMyAHpa yKpaMHCKMX M HeniCKMX rpaMOT 
o 6-bHCHHeTCH, Ha Hani B3rAHA, HaMHoro npome: mx o6mew 3aBMCMMOCTbK) ot Tex 
>Ke AaTMHCKMX 06pa3LJ0B. OTCyTCTBMe rpaMOT Ha nOAbCKOM H3bIKe B AaHHbIM 
nepMOA CBMAeTeAbCTByeT AMIIIb O TOM, HTO B nOAbCKMX KaHIjeAflpMHX He IIMCaAM 
Ha nOAbCKOM H3biKe, ho eABa am mo>kho ce6e npeACTaBMTb, hto6m He cynjecTBOBaA 
nOAbCKMM yCTHbIM BapMaHT AOKyMeHTOB, COCTaBAHeMblX Ha AaTMHCKOM H3bIKe. 
'TnnMHHO neniCKMe CAOBa', o6Hapy»eHHbie 14. MaijypeKOM b raAMijKMx m 
MOAAaBCKMX rpaMOTax, hbahiotch CAOBaMM, o6iijmmm aah neniCKoro m noAbCKoro 
H3bIKOB (b pHAe CAyHaeB, KOHeHHO, B pe3yAbTaTe CMAbHOrO BAMHHMfl HeniCKOrO 
H3biKa Ha noAbCKMM), noaTOMy He Moryr CBMAeTeAbCTBOBaTb o HenocpeACTBeHHOM 
nemcKOM bamhhmm Ha H3mk CTapoyKpaMHCKMx rpaMOT." 

4. See the Moldavian charters in Rusanivs 'kyj 1965. Alexander: 1408, 1422, vs. 1411: 
a3b, 1423: AAexaHAP"b BoeBOAa [...] HMHMMb 3HaM€HMTO [...]), 1423, 1429, 1433, vs. 
1429: a3i>, 1430: a3T>. Other voivodes: Il'ja: 1432, 1438, mid-fifteenth century; Stefan 
1434, 1443, 1443(2), 1446, vs. 1488: ce a3b pa(6) ba(a)kh Moero ic xa, analogically 
1488(2), 1490; Petro 1448, 1454, 1456(1), 1456(2), 1456(3), 1458, 1460, 1462(2), 
1463, 1471, 1472, 1474. 

5. The place is not mentioned, but all persons and actions refer to Lviv. 
6. Notation in this article is as follows: "A16.1 (4)" indicates the first example from 

A16.1 in line 4 of the charter. 
7. It is used in other Old Church Slavonic texts as well, but is rarely attested elsewhere 

in Old East Slavic texts. Sreznevskij (1893-1903) cites only an East Slavic copy 
of the Bulgarian Church Slavonic "Besedy" by Gregory of Nazianzus (fourteenth 
century) and one copy of the vita of Boris and Gleb. 

8. See Moldovan (2000, 265): "HaA e 6oAee tohkmm nepoM HanwcaHO mt*." 
9. The orthography of the example already makes it clear that it cannot originate 

from one of the well-edited charters of 1350. 
10. The name of the village is not contained in SSUM (1977-1978), but Ivan 

Kryp'jakevyc refers to it as one of the villages the charters of 1350-1370 said 
existed before. Strilyci belongs to the TaAMijbKa BOAOCTb" (Kryp'jakevyc 1984). 

11. Cf.: "A xto 6yAe(T) noKynw(A) 3eMAM Aa(H)Hbrfc, CAy>KHMM mam nepHbi(x) aio(a)<m>, 
no ouja Moero jKMBorfc, no KHa3<A> [sic] BeAMKo(r) no Hb2lhob% a rfc, xto B3MO>KeTb 
BblKynM(T), MHfc BblKyilA(T), a He B3MOryrb BblKynMTM, MH-fc nOTArHy(T) K HepHbl(M) 
AiOAe(M)" (SDR 1988-, s.v. BMKOYnriTH). 

12. See A43.15. 
13. Moldovan (2000, 272) shows the unusual form bccmh (line 6), however the pho- 

tograph (illustration 19) shows that this is a misprint for BrfcMH. 
14. "Bozeie tifo" cited in SSUM (1977-1978, s.v. eokYh) in a copy of a charter of 1433 

indeed means "npMHacTH, cBHTi Aapn" as noted there. 
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